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ABSTRACT 
The use of metadata in Life Sciences, and specifically clinical trials, has been around from the very beginning. 
The most common form is to embed information about the trial or analysis in evolving standards, documentation 
and different forms of specifications. Very seldom are these readable from SAS and other analytics 
environments. We consider a simple interface that will allow the same details to be captured and managed 
consistently and provide a few powerful utilities to use it in programming. 

INTRODUCTION 
Metadata is a constant throughout the analysis and report programming for clinical data. Captured through 
protocols, analysis plans and specifications, it is very often inaccessible from SAS® and other analysis programs. 

The effort to extend common document formats to incorporate additional metadata can be a simple or daunting 
exercise, depending on the acceptable degree of flexibility. As flexibility is introduced, complexity increases, 
which may render current document formats less usable. 

The balance of desired flexibility, tools and metadata drives the development of both a metadata approach and 
the ensuing selection of an interface, both the technology and overall conventions and design. The end result 
provides two subtle interfaces that prove that it is possible to define rich metadata as well as provide simple 
access from within an analysis and report program.  

METADATA 
There are different views on the common definition of metadata and we shall adopt a simple, and possibly naïve 
view, that metadata is “data about data” or “information about data”. A common ground within Life Science is for 
metadata to combine both structural and descriptive or guide metadata, such that Systolic Blood Pressure at Visit 
16 or the White Blood Cell (WBC) count laboratory result at baseline can be observed and included in analysis.   

Structural metadata is used to describe the structure of variables, data sets and outputs, e.g. tables, listings, 
figures and graphs. Guide metadata would be used to identify the context of the observed data, such as a 
specific test, visit or time point. 

The interface approach we shall consider employs both and intentionally obscures the distinction between the 
types of metadata used, whether it is a data set specification or a code list used by a specific variable. As such, 
metadata that is managed by our interfaces is simply information or data about data with focus on the end result.  

COMMON TOOLS 
The metadata used for analysis and reporting of clinical data is most often captured across several different 
documents. A few examples, and the ones we will focus on, are the well-known study protocols, analysis plans, 
data set specifications and output shells/mock-ups, although some may not be independent or standalone 
documents.  

An important consideration is that the mentioned documents primarily follow under the direction, standards and 
conventions of the trial or analysis sponsor with any influence by industry standards as a secondary constraint. 
Another important consideration is that the documents are also business documents, commonly Portable 
Document Format (PDF) and Microsoft Word or Excel based on company templates, which can be difficult or 
near impossible to extract content from for use in programming. 

The ultimate use of metadata has not changed as we are still expected to create source, intermediary, and 
analysis data sets and subsequently tables, listings and figures using either SAS or other similar analytic 
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environments. The continued adoption and maturing of industry standards beyond the data set level should 
facilitate convergence towards a common transparent industry best practice. 

Due to the varying inflexibility of the document formats, e.g. PDF or Microsoft Word and Excel, they are common 
tools of the trade and references used in programming rather than a resource or source for analysis metadata. 
For the rest of the paper, we shall also assume that the analysis is program generated, which is slightly different 
than programmed as we shall discuss. 

COMMON STRUCTURES  
The metadata approach should ultimately be able to define or describe all the inputs and outputs that are used or 
produced in the analysis of clinical trial data, which includes interim analysis, study reports to pooled analysis and 
submissions. This implies that metadata can represent a data set as well as a table, listing, or figure/graph (TLF 
or TLG), which each look and displays quite differently. For now, we assume that a figure and graph are 
synonymous as is a common perspective. 

The different deliverables do share some common traits, which can be very apparent when comparing two tables 
or a table and a figure. Some organisations go as far as to use listings to perform quality checks/controls (QC) on 
figures. It is also not uncommon that project planning considers both the total and unique number of data sets, 
tables, listings, and figures, in essence the concept of repeated structures within a narrow predefined and 
acceptable level of variation. We shall use both as a foundation to develop an approach in order for metadata to 
describe data sets and TLFs. 

The first step is to identify common and differentiating characteristics for each. A data set or data table, as a 
simple example, is more or less, defined by a data set name, label, a set of keys, a sort order and an ordered list 
of variables. A variable can be subsequently defined by a variable name, label, type, length, format, code list or 
encoding. With little effort, we have described the general structure of a SAS data set that is applicable to both 
SDTM or ADaM data sets.  

The data set example highlights the beginnings of a common structure to metadata. We aim to define metadata 
through a set of attributes. One of these attributes can be an ordered list or link to other metadata definitions, e.g 
the ordered list of variables. As we shall see, this approach can define anything from a data set to TLFs, although 
with varying degree of complexity and thus becomes the underlying concept for our new interface to metadata.   

This also highlights a convention used for the remainder of this paper. We use the term define to mean 
describing or defining a data set or TLFs using metadata, which includes both structural and descriptive or guide 
metadata . Similarly, the term structure is used explicitly to describe how the metadata definitions are stored and 
referenced.  

STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Our primary challenge and eventual effort behind defining a metadata standard and subsequent interface is to 
reproduce the current and common standards and specification documents with one distinction. The goal is to 
find or design an interface that allows SAS and other analysis programs to read and consume any required 
metadata definitions.  

The result shall assume that any non-essential and process specific definitions are contained within custom 
attributes. Before we decide on the interface, briefly consider some common metadata definitions required for our 
principal data set and TLF deliverables.  

The paper considers variables, data sets and summary tables to construct conventions and standards for 
metadata definitions and assumes for brevity that the remaining standard deliverables, e.g. listings and figures, 
are variants or follow the same approach. 

DATA SETS AND VARIABLES 
The primary definition for a data set or data table, as we briefly discussed previously, is defined by a data set 
name, label, a set of keys, a sort order and an ordered list of variables. We also include the data set type, e.g. 
raw versus analysis or SDTM versus ADaM, as it can be an integral part of identifying and using a data set 
appropriately in the analysis and submission process.   
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There will undoubtedly be summary tables that cannot easily be defined using metadata attributes, but that is 
more often a restriction on the interface rather than the metadata structure developed as part of this paper. As 
long as a summary table can be defined as a set or nested collection of attributes, then it is solely to provide a 
suitable interface, which is discussed in more detail below.  

A (NEW) INTERFACE 
The requirement for an efficient interface is apparent considering the time invested into maintaining all 
documentation associated with clinical trials and subsequent analysis and reports. The initial scope was 
restricted to the data sets specifications and the output specifications, e.g. shells and mock-ups, in order to keep 
the scope manageable.  

The interface, singular, should be able to define the metadata for the following deliverables. 

 Source or SDTM data sets 
 Analysis or ADaM data sets 
 Transport, transfer or special use data sets 
 Tables  
 Listings  
 Figures 

In addition, the ability to generate define files used for submissions was considered an essential feature. 

MICROSOFT EXCEL APPROACH   
The initial attempt was to use Microsoft Excel since it was already in use for data set specifications with existing 
utilities to incorporate the metadata definitions in SAS programs. As most organisations, the format of the 
Microsoft Excel workbook was one data set specification per Worksheet with a top section for defining the data 
set name, label, keys and sort order and a lower section that contained the ordered list of variables and 
associated definitions.  

The variable definitions were also defined as one variable per row with the columns representing the variable 
attributes, e.g. one column each for name, label, type, length, source, reference, etc.  

A mature set of utilities were used to validate and ensure consistency of variable definitions across data set 
specifications, such that common variables were defined consistently.  

The Excel-based specification slowly transformed as the metadata structure evolved. All variables were defined 
under a Variables tab using the one line per variable convention. Each data set in turn would reference the 
variable by name and define any specific source reference and derivation rules, if other than what was defined in 
the variable definition under the Variables tab.  

Using this same convention, a prototype specification of summary tables was created using a Microsoft Excel 
Workbook. One summary table specification was defined per Worksheet with the top section to define the section 
reference, titles, footnotes, columns and any data subsets, e.g. populations. Each summary block of the table 
was defined in the lower section, with one line per statistic. In an attempt to create more consistency, the 
summary blocks were moved to a Summary tab, similar to the data set specification Variables tab. 

The inefficiency of the approach became very apparent as different summary table types were added. 
Essentially, the choice was to simplify, i.e. restrict flexibility, in order to retain Microsoft Excel or to investigate 
alternative interfaces.    
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/*  generate a summary table */ 

filename tables “X:\/my\tables\folder″; 
%rules_make_table( meta = t_dm, output = tables ); 

 

The %rules_make_dataset() macro is designed to assemble the final output data set from a collection of 
temporary data sets located in the SAS WORK library. The data set make macro is able to identify the temporary 
data set using a standard naming convention based on the meta parameter value and principal variable name.  

The %rules_make_table() macro is similarly designed to assemble the final output table from a temporary or 
permanent reporting data set that is either located in the SAS libraries WORK or a specified library, respectively. 
For simplicity, the reporting data set and subsequent output has the same name as the meta parameter.  

As these two macros evolve, additional parameters may be introduced to provide additional features or further 
flexibility.  

RULES AND AUTOMATION 
An interesting development is to employ metadata to drive automation, i.e. to create all the programs necessary 
to create analysis data sets and ensuing TLFs from source data. It is very obvious that automation is not a trivial 
exercise, which is evident in the comprehensive business processes and specifications, both explicit and implicit, 
which revolve around Life Science analysis.  

A practical approach is to implement a rule based programming convention, whereby derivations can be either be 
standard or non-standard. Standard derivations are performed using a set of standard rules. Non-standard 
derivations are simply performed by new rules, which in practice contribute to a growing set of standard rules.   

A rule consists of two components, the descriptive information that includes the derivation specification and the 
code. The descriptive information is of course rule metadata that can be used in our interface. The code is 
essentially a small macro or other code template that can be referenced or included in analysis programs [1].  

Our metadata is extended incorporate a rule book, wherein the rules are managed. It is more practical to 
separate derivation rules associated with data sets and those that derive statistics. The rule book is therefore 
associated with data set specifications rather than a singular output. 

This also emphasises a convention adopted early in the development process. It is more efficient for the analysis 
data sets to follow the convention that only generating statistics and rendering the output is required to produce 
an output from analysis data sets, sometimes loosely referred to as one PROC away. The process can be further 
evolved by separating the effort to generate statistics and the final rendering of the output [2][3]. 

/*  generate tables */ 

filename p_adams ″my folder for ADaM data set programs″; 
%rules_make_programs( type = adam, output = p_adams ); 

A rule book and the analysis ready data sets promises to allow the majority of programs to be generated directly 
from metadata. The experimental %rules_make_program() macro above is designed to generate SAS program 
code from the rules associated with a data set specification. In actuality, it generates two programs. The first is a 
standard program that is entirely constructed from metadata. The second program is an empty SAS program that 
can be used to add custom code, given that there will most often be specific cases not implemented through 
rules. The second program is actually included, through a simple %include, in the first program just prior to the 
final rendering of the data step.  

/*  generate an entire analysis */ 

filename a_prg ″ my analysis programs folder″; 
%rules_make_analysis( type = safety, output = a_prg ); 

If we can generate one program, why not all programs for a specific or an entire analysis? The experimental 
macro %rules_make_analysis() fails more often than it succeeds in generating all the required programs and 
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executing them in the correct order, which highlights the complex logistics and intricate interdependencies in 
generating a complete analysis.  

CONCLUSION 
The effort and subsequent usability when extending common formats, e.g. Microsoft Excel, to incorporate 
metadata associated with summary tables, listings and figures is possible, but there can be a significant 
constraint on flexibility if the goal is to retain a practical format. 

It is possible to provide very flexible and extendible metadata, if the view of the metadata definitions are managed 
closely and appropriate interfaces, note plural, are provided. A single interface would be difficult to capture all the 
complexities that are inherited from the analysis and report tasks associated with generating data sets and 
outputs.  

The graphical interface discussed is solely a replacement of the current tools and document formats, however the 
new interface does enable simple access to metadata from within a program. The mentioned SAS macros 
provide a fair indication of how easy it can be to access and use metadata to drive analysis and report 
programming. 
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